Experienced Andover Team First to Face Sophomore Huskies

Team Shows Strength in Line But Backfield not So Certain

The Sophomore Team, with a 1 to 0,000 start on the journey toward Andover tomorrow, played Phillips Academy in its first game of the season. It won in the face of some pressure and desire to win at all costs by the Phillips. The win by the Sophomore was expected, but the loss by the Phillips only served to emphasize the importance of teamwork in the line and backfield. The game, a classic example of the way Andover students play, was a model of execution, control, and precision. The Sophomore team, with a balanced attack and a strong defense, dominated the game from start to finish, never allowing the Phillips to get into a rhythm.

One of the highlights of the game was the performance of the line, which was praised for its strength and agility. The backfield also performed well, with the ball carrier able to break through the line and make yardage as needed. The Sophomore team, with its strong showing in this game, is expected to continue its dominance in the season to come.

FROST TUG OF WAR USES SOPH TRAINING PRACTICE HELD BY 1926

Some Members of Squad Still Strangers to Each Other

The whole-lighting system of Technology wascrastinated last Wednesday when, after reporting Hagging from the frost tug of war squad, a power failure occurred at the power plant. The members of the squad were not able to use the training equipment for practice. This was a disappointment to the members, who had been looking forward to a chance to use the equipment. The power failure was caused by a short in the line, and the equipment was not used for the day.